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Abstract

In Nepal, Twitter has recently been one of the fastest means of communication and information sharing app. This social networking site is used to express ideas, communicate messages, dispute opinions and expression of others and vent frustrations. What is striking is the use of hybridity or bilingualism in tweets in which Nepali and English are used freely and almost inseparably not just in chitchats but also in communicating information of public importance. Curious to see if such hybridity has the potential to contribute to changing perspectives on teaching and learning English, a brief study was undertaken in November-December 2018 as well as in June 2019. The study included selection of random tweets within the specific period of time and their analysis in terms of the currency and diversity of opinions expressed. The results show that hybridity is popular among Nepali tweeters not just in casual expressions, but also in serious communications, such as in formal complaints/notices, advertisements and commentaries on issues of public concern. The result also indicates that the ELT community cannot remain aloof of the language pattern
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Introduction

Social networking sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, consume much of our time these days. Most of the people are found busy with their mobile sets, checking messages from friends and colleagues, reading news from around the world and even academic materials, such as research articles and books. These virtual networking sites have taken over the physical space of social engagement, communication and critical discussion. Among social networking sites, Twitter, also known as a microblogging site, allows the users to post messages and interact with other users through posts, not exceeding 280 characters, known as “tweets”. Invented in March 2006 in California, USA, the Twitter is used by over 330 million people in the world, including celebrities, religious leaders and political leaders, as
of the first quarter of 2019 (Clement 2019). Around 6,000 tweets are posted every second and 500 million every day (Cooper 2019)

Crystal (2011, p.52) demonstrates that Twitter has been the main platform to generate Internet ‘linguistics’ by introducing a linguistic variety that “no other use of language” does. Twitter technology “combines identity and message in the tweets” and “displays messages with the kind of internal structure” that cannot be seen in a standard formulation (ibid).

Curious to see more about the nature of hybridity in the tweets and their possible implications for English language learning and teaching, a mini research was undertaken as a part of MPhil study in November and December 2018 and followed it up in June 2019. This piece is the outcome of the study. In this article, hybridity has been defined as the mixture or mingling of English and Nepali language (words) in tweets.

**Background**

We are no more in a monolingual world (Edwards, 2010). Today, linguistic diversity is celebrated as “key determinants of wealth creation, social transformation and human development” (UNESCO, 2015). In Nepal, the internet has been an engine to promote such diversity over a decade now. With the onslaught of cable and fiber networks and the availability of mobile-based internet, people from different parts of Nepal and different walks of life are connected daily (Neupane, 2018). The Internet has broken all boundaries of geopolitics, ideologies and cultures that used to divide and differentiate people, and has provided opportunities for virtual connection, interaction, information storage and sharing.

As interconnectedness grows and people start to use the space provided by the Internet, they are influenced by the experiences, ideas, worldviews and cultural practices of the member of the Internet community. They go global rising above the confines of their culture, social worldview and even ideological orientation. The Internet has thus triggered a rapid shift from ‘uni-’ to ‘multi-’ among its users at the least and established “superdiversity” by bringing together multiple nationalities, ethnicities, languages, religions and so on (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011). The convergence of multiplicities can be seen in personal posts, such as blogs, photos, posts and tweets on Facebook and Twitter, the most popular social media and networking sites. These posts and expressions follow a particular style of composition and expression; thereby giving rise to a new branch of linguistics, which Crystal (2011) calls “Internet Linguistics,” which is completely different from standard or mainstream linguistics syntactically, semantically and even orthographically.

The Internet has now been what Ivkovic and Lotherington (2009) call as “the virtual linguistic landscape,” which operates much in the same way as in the physical linguistic landscape engaging multiple language users of multiple socio-economic background with different level of technological knowhow
in constructing a language influenced by the ideas, word views and artistic posts of other language users. The Internet has, thus, been a platform of ‘super-diversity’ where people of different ethnicities, geographies, cultures, ideologies and so on interact and counteract (Vertovec 2019). The Internet has been a super-diverse universe in the virtual world, with Twitter being as one of the virtual communication tools.

Nepal entered this virtual world in 1993, when the Internet was introduced as a joint venture of “the Royal Nepal Academy of Science and Technology (RONAST) and a private company, Mercantile Office Systems (MOS)” (Montgomery, 2002). Initially, the Internet was only for the use of RONAST. A year later, in 1994, the Internet was available commercially. Now, according to Internet World Stats (2019), 16 million Nepali people, 54 percent of the total population, use the Internet. In 2000, only 50,000 Nepali people had access to the Internet. In 19 years, the number of the users has risen 324 times. The data suggest that the Internet users have significantly increased over the years in Nepal. So has been the number of users of online platforms, including Twitter.

Since the end of the 1990s, Internet was also used as teaching and learning tool in Nepal as part of online and distance education. In 2016/2017, Nepal was one of the 15 countries doing comparatively well in E-learning, with more than 15% of the learning market occupied by online education (Shakya, Sharma and Thapa, 2017, p. 12). Despite challenges, attraction towards online learning, also called variously as E-learning and distance learning, is increasing day by day (Parajuli 2019).

Twitter has not been used as a teaching-learning tool in Nepal yet. However, it is important to see how Nepali tweeters participate in the virtual communication and whether it has any pedagogical implications.

Objectives

The objective of the study was to see the trend and pattern of hybridity among Nepali tweeters and its potential contribution to changing perspectives on teaching and learning English. Central to the objective was to gauge whether hybridity was just a casual phenomenon, restricted to a particular group of users and to specific genres or themes of communications, or it was a mainstream phenomenon to communicate issues of everyday importance.

Research paradigm and methodology

The study has followed the interpretative/constructivist paradigm to analyse and interpret the data. The paradigm is chosen because of its philosophical postulation that reality – or truth or meaning – is constructed by individuals based on their interaction with the issue at hand (Gray 2004, p.17). In natural sciences, reality/truth is expected to exist ‘out there’ for a researcher to be discovered. In social sciences, however, reality/truth should be explored, unpacked, constructed and
interpreted “through the perceptions and experiences of the participants,” whether it is in the physical world or in a virtual setting (Thanh and Thanh, 2015, p.24). To paraphrase Thanh and Thanh (2015) in the context of the study, every tweet has its essence and meaning, and it should be taken as a serious source of data.

The study builds on a qualitative research design, a design that allows the study of the “meaning of people’s lives, under real-world conditions” which are free of “the confines of a laboratory or any laboratory-like setting” (Yin 2011, p.8). In addition, qualitative research “can represent the meanings given to real-life events by the people who live them [and] not the values, preconceptions, or meanings held by researchers” (ibid).

The data have been analysed and interpreted using the concepts of “virtual learning and learning virtually” explained respectively as learning from “computer-based learning environments” as well as from “any context that allows for imaginative possibilities and interpretations,” including through interactions with such objects as “paintings, prints, photographs...” and other facets of “the curriculum of life” (Weiss, 2006, p.xx). The tweets, the sources of data, are part of this ‘facets of the curriculum of life’ that freely emerge in the minds of the participants – the Nepali tweeters – and are expressed virtually to communicate the intended message.

**Data collection procedure**

Data for this study was collected twice. First, it was collected over a period of seven days between 30 November and 5 December 2018. Each day, roughly one hour was spent to read random tweets to see the currency of hybridity – or linguistic diversity or multilingual practice, which are used interchangeably in the article. Multilingual posts were documented through screenshot. Each day some four to five posts were, thus, collected. Second, in the third week of June 2019, six months after the first lot of data collection, two days were spent, one hour per day each evening, to review hybrid tweets. The intention now was to see if the pattern of hybridity was still on, and, if it was, whether there were additional topics being dealt with.

Diversity of users and themes (such as, politics, entertainment, education, and so on) were taken into consideration to collect the posts. Selection of posts was purposively done based on the tweets available at the particular time. Efforts were also made to see if language diversity was seen in standard communication, such as in newspapers or by public institutions/agencies in their formal communication.

Altogether, 50 random tweets were collected for analysis. The collection was purposive in the sense that only the tweets with hybridity of language were collected. The collected tweets were then clustered thematically before being analysed. The identity of tweeters was not disclosed on ethical grounds where the tweeters were identified. Pseudo identity of tweeters were however retained.
Analysis and interpretation

The data collected suggest that Nepali Twitter users are going hybrid. The tweets relate to everyday issues that range from love, politics and social life to the failure of governments to deliver. Hybridity is seen not only in casual posts, but also in standard communications, such as in titles of online papers, that use English words in Nepali fonts suggesting the increasing rise of “contact literature” (Kachru and Nelson, 2006, p 110) in the Nepali language where English words and its literary heritages are used freely, and accepted as such, to convey a meaning in a Nepali context.

Even a cursory look at the limited data suggests that Nepali Twitter users are immensely contributing to what Phyak (2015) calls as an “ideospace ... a space where multiple language ideologies are constructed and contested.” The ‘ideospace’ is being created through virtual interactions involving ‘tweets’, ‘retweets’, ‘likes’ and reactions to the tweets and retweets. The ‘ideospace’ in the virtual world clearly indicates that Nepal’s linguistic landscape is about to take what May (2014, p.1) calls as a “multilingual turn” marked by “dynamic, hybrid, and transnational linguistic repertoires of multilingual speakers in rapidly diversifying urban conurbations worldwide.”

Nepali Tweeter users are creating their own ‘Internet linguistics’ by enriching the Nepali language borrowing freely from English and enhancing ownership and acceptability among general users of the borrowed language. The acceptability is not just at the morphological level, but also at syntactic and semantic levels.

The analysis of the data points to following features and trends.

Pahilo Post, an online portal, used two English words in its 11-word title in relation to the murder, after rape, of Nirmala Panta, which has been a mysterious case in Nepal for a year now. ‘Bite’ and ‘clue’ have inseparably been embedded to the title that reads ‘a woman’s 30-second bite gave an important clue to the investigation into the Nirmala incident.’

A noted Kantipur daily journalist uses a heavy English word – proxy – in their criticism of Prime Minister [Oli]’s invitation to participants of a Church-related event in Kathmandu, and calls on sovereign parliament to investigate the issue of what they call a national shame. There is no popular Nepali word for ‘proxy.’ Wares is close to it but is used mostly in the field of law. It is not in the everyday use. Wares would not get the
punchy attention ‘proxy’ would get, hence the choice of this word.

Introducing an article on federalism, SajhaPost, an online paper, uses ‘identity’ as a Nepali word to say that no debate on identity is free and unbiased. SajhaPost’s use of ‘identity’ instead of ‘pahichhan’, the Nepali word for ‘identity,’ is an indication that ‘identity’ is getting more traction than its Nepali version.

These three posts are examples of linguistic hybridity winning hearts and minds of the Nepali readers in the mainstream of virtual communications.

b. Tweets with Nepalised English

The tweet below is more prominent in terms of hybridity. It coins a hybrid noun for Nepali tweeters as ‘twite,’ localizing the English word, and freely uses English words in the tweet that suggests many tweeters own an iPhone, unlike the tweeter, and some use tweeter light to save data. Some others, like the tweeter, use the android mobile to loiter in the world of Twitter. The significance of these tweets is not just that they are light and joyful to read, but that they indicate the corruptible nature of language, a nature on which a language thrives by way of stealing, borrowing, imitating, copying and modifying, among many other ways (Allan 2013).

c. Bilingual tweets in emotive expressions

In a two-line tweet posted by a tweeter, three languages have been used: Sanskrit, Nepali and English. What is particularly interesting is the use of a Nepalised English verb, which seems to have gone well among the readers as the post has received 31 replies, 59 retweets and 307 likes. The post mocks young boys’ penchant for selfie suggesting that they go so mad that they take a selfie while taking bath in the Bagmati River and post. Needless to say, ‘selfie’ has become both an English and Nepali lexicon.
The contender of Miss World 2018, appeals, in a bilingual tweet, her followers to follow her and retweet her tweets to ensure the votes she needed to win the miss world title. Her appeal reads “Please follow and retweet as much as possible. It is your responsibility for me to crown miss world. So is to introduce Nepal to the world.” As can be seen in the tweet, Shrinkhala has freely used ‘follow’, ‘Retweet’, ‘miss world’ and ‘photo,’ with Nepali lexicons in a manner they work in full compatibility to express the intended semantic content.

In a metaphorical post, Bhasme shares its frustration about its crush not beeing interested in him/her. In the two-sentence tweet of 14 words, three words are in English. It has drawn 31 retweets and 113 likes. “My crush works at the Department of [Nepal] Standards and Metrology,” reads the tweet. “I proposed her, but she refuted saying it does not balance.” Some sort of semantic and pragmatic hybridity can also be seen here in the putting together of ‘metrology’ and ‘balance,’ with the later used to mean both ‘weighing machine’ and one’s ‘level (standard)’.

Similarly, Lamjunge Thito {Kale} blames ‘slow motion (speed)’ of Internet for slowing down the speed of his virtual love-chat. And, the following tweet by Hasili mocks their status of being ‘single’ and satirically puts that Ncell may one day put up an automated voice-message to press 1 for ‘love marriage’ and 2 for ‘arrange marriage.’ The bilingual tweets are significant in their purported aim of drawing public attention towards the state of online service through the tweets that appear to be funny and, as such, engaging.
Hybridity also seems to be common in tweets that comment on matters that deserve serious attention and contemplation. A tweeter creates a dialogical conversation engaging two former ministers, one from Nepali Congress and the other from the Maoists, about social criticism that erupted after the Church-organised summit in Kathmandu. The dialogue mocks the commitment to secularism of the Left parties, now in government, as they hosted and participated in the Asia Pacific Summit hosted by the South Korea-based Universal Peace Federation (UPF), a religious organisation, in December 2018. “The ‘red’ of the comrade has already faded,” says the tweet relating to the Left parties’ participation in the summit, which was hosted locally by the Nepal government (Budhathoki 2018). The ‘red’ in the tweet refers to secularism, to which Nepal’s Left parties, including those in power, are rhetorically committed. But in practice, they indulge in religious activity of the kind seen in the hosting of the Church-based summit. Particularly striking is the use of ‘summit,’ a standard English word, in the tweet as if it were a common Nepali word.

A tweeter registers an objection, in a hybrid tweet, at the Prime Minister’s Office against the shortage of water supply at the Mayurgalli Tole of Sinamangal, Kathmandu. The objection is about the lack of response from concerned officials. “Hello Sarkar had referred the matter to the office of Drinking Water. We had also sent a message to the offices’ high officials. But they didn’t respond.” This tweet borrows ‘message’ and ‘response’ into Nepali.

Twitter has also been a means to express serious linguistic content, as the tweet below suggests. A tweeter shares their anger at those who do not care for grammatical and semantic correctness in their writing and, thus, fail to respect the sanctity of linguistic appropriateness. The tweet has been liked by 524 followers, and retweeted nearly by 100. Interestingly, it uses ‘commonsense’ as a Nepali word while advocating for linguistic purity.
A tweeter mocks the discrimination between Nepali people and foreigners in a restaurant sharing their experience in a multilingual tweet. The tweeter was waiting for food at a corner of a room. At the other corner was a foreigner. The waiter at the restaurant brought a heater for the foreigner, and not for the Nepali tweeter. “Fine, as a Sanskrit adage goes, guests are like gods and should be treated with care and respect. But I am also a guest and am paying for the service [like the foreigner]. Why this discrimination?”, asks the tweeter. In protest, he paid a good amount of tips to the waiter and told him that such discrimination should not occur. ‘Restaurant’, ‘heater’ and ‘tips,’ the words used in the tweet, are already assimilated into the Nepali language. So is the Sanskrit adage: *athithi debo bhawa*.

Victor Fust seemingly takes up the issue of plagiarism in a three-sentence tweet. It satirically appreciates the plagiarising skills of Buddisagar, probably a writer, who artfully plagiarises using local metaphors. His skills of ‘localisation’ in plagiarism are quite different from others who plagiarise completely, from head to tail. It is a light tweet on a burning issue of the day.

A tweeter warns fake Twitter handles, engaged in unfair or malicious posting, that their identity cannot be protected by using a fake handle. They can be traced from the devise they use and can be charged under cyber crime. “Using a mask does not change one’s face,” says the tweet. It is a warning to the trolls as well as an expression of the fact that online spaces, such as the Twitter, are not free from malicious people. It contributes ‘fake handle’, ‘cyber crime’ and ‘device’ to Nepali lexicology.
The tweet by Hansili Kanchhi is equally important. Do not dehumanize others when you speak, the tweet says. “You may feel momentary joy when you humiliate others either on caste lines or otherwise. But the word you use for your joy may damage the life of others. Some even go into ‘depression’. So do not degrade others.” It is a light tweet with a great and grave message.

These are representative tweets among those collected as part of the study. The focus here is not on the content of the tweets as such. The focus is on how the tweets are structured – straight or hybrid – and how the meaning is conveyed.

**Implication for English language teaching and learning**

First, the diversity of issues taken up in the tweets, and the reaction and interaction the tweets have triggered, suggest that virtual teaching-learning is possible. I can even argue, reflecting on my classroom experience, virtually teaching can be more participatory than traditional teaching-learning as virtual learning environments allow free thinking and free flow of ideas, and enable all participants to participate freely and equally. In virtual setting, there will be no hesitation or other forms of psychological obstructions as in the formal traditional setting. Researchers in other contexts have found “virtual reality environments” to be more effective than in traditional settings as virtual environments promote constructivist activities and learner engagement as opposed to other environments (Lin and Lan, 2015). Given the increasing number of students having access to the Internet, Nepal has arrived at a point to seriously think about this alternative mode of teaching and learning.

Second, linguistic homogeneity seems to be a thing of the past among the Nepali tweeters, as diversity runs through almost all themes of everyday, private and public, life as depicted in the tweets presented above. Bilingualism is not limited to causal posts or reactions. Matters related to public concern and interest are also found to be expressed
in a hybrid language. The only reason behind the use of hybridity is, one can argue safely, to draw public attention to the matter being discussed and bring the content to as many readers as possible. One can also argue, with caution, given the limited size of the data, ‘hybridity’ is preferred to ‘purity’ in informal communications. If this is the case, and since language develops in an informal setting, a formal teaching-learning exercise should also reflect this natural phenomenon of linguistic development.

**Conclusion**

A few suggestive conclusions can be drawn from this mini research. First, if these tweets are any guide, Nepal’s linguistic landscape has already taken a bilingual turn at least in the virtual world. Increasing use of hybrid and bilingual contents in the Twitter, to which the study is confined, indicates this turn. Hybridity is seen not just in casual contents, but also in serious communications, such as in formal complaints/notices, advertisements and commentaries on issues of public concern. The English language teaching and learning community in Nepal cannot remain aloof from this reality in the virtual world, which is taking over the physical teaching learning setting.

Second, the notion of linguistic purity, which promotes the ideology of monolingualism and overwhelms the teaching learning activities now, does not appear to be the case in the informal world of linguistics, such as the cyber world. If a language develops and survives in an informal setting, the informality should find way in a formal teaching-learning process about it. Teaching-learning contents can be ‘pure’ or ‘formal’ or ‘fixed’, but teaching methods can be informal. The dominant ‘English-only’ notion, or Nepali-only notion for that matter, does not reflect the reality of everyday language use in Nepali contexts where classrooms are multicultural and multilingual.

Third, given the increasing popularity of social networking sites, such as Twitter, for communication and exchange, the use of such sites can be effective for teaching learning activities. Put differently, Nepal’s English language teaching and learning community should initiate a virtual teaching-learning process to reflect the increasing trend of language use and development in the virtual world.

And fourth, it is about time that we in Nepal initiated a serious discussion on and preparation for virtual teaching and learning. There is no option but to prepare for such a shift given the expansion of the virtual space going beyond all traditional borders. We need a policy, curriculum and resources as soon as possible.
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